GET TO KNOW
YOUR HISTORY

ACCESS ALL OF YOUR DATA
WITH CAT® AI HISTORIAN

What if you could tap into all of the data history for your vessel and let its knowledge improve your business?

The truth is, you can. With Cat AI (Asset Intelligence) Historian you will gain deeper access to your vessels history. Cat AI Historian captures all of the data, all of the time, and puts it into an accessible structure for combining, comparing, contextualizing and extracting the data you need. In many ways, Cat AI Historian functions as a search engine across years of your raw data. Search across all your assets, tag names, descriptions and displays and allow stakeholders to quickly locate the needed data. And for those that wish to apply automated analytics to that data to transform it into actionable information, combine it with Cat® Asset Intelligence.

You can’t change your past operations, but with Cat AI Historian, you will be able to utilize your past data to change the future.
Allows you to access all of your data, all of the time.

Eliminates bandwidth concerns, allowing you to connect to all of your data from anywhere in the world.

Provides you with configurable ship-to-shore replication settings.

Finds related information for you and your operation by searching through years of raw data, providing you with the exact facts that you need.

Leverages the existing library of system interfaces to make the integration between systems easier.

Enables easier access to your data for integration into other applications, such as Asset Intelligence.

For companies with plans to implement analytics, Cat AI Historian seamlessly integrates with advanced analytics from Cat Asset Intelligence, enabling operation and maintenance leaders to make informed decisions.

Combines with Asset Intelligence to use the power of analytics and data to reduce costs, downtime and risks.